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DEFENSE SYSTEM AND METHOD AGAINST CYBER-PHYSICAL ATTACKS

Cross Reference to Related Application(s)

The present disclosure claims the benefit of Singapore Patent Application No.

10201607439T filed on 07 September 2016, which is incorporated in its entirety by

reference herein.

Technical Field

The present disclosure generally relates to a defense system and method against

cyber-physical attacks. More particularly, the present disclosure describes various

embodiments of a defense system and method for defending a utilities system

against cyber-physical attacks.

Background

Utilities systems or public utilities, such as power generation plants, water treatment

plants, transportation infrastructure, supply chains, electrical power grids, medical

facilities, and smart buildings, are often at risk of cyber-physical attacks or malicious

cyber-physical activity. A utilities system comprises a physical subsystem that is

controlled by a cyber subsystem. A cyber-physical attack on the utilities system

refers to an attempt to disrupt the operation of the physical system through the

manipulation of cyber and/or physical components of the utilities system. The utilities

system may also be referred to as a Cyber Physical System (CPS) or Industrial

Control System (ICS). The physical subsystem comprises components such as

generators, transformers, pumps, and tanks, for operating physical processes in the

utilities system. The cyber subsystem comprises networked embedded computation

and communication devices, e.g. programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and a

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system / workstation, as well as

sensors and actuators for monitoring, measure, and control of the physical

processes.



The cyber subsystem of a utilities system may comprise one or more control stages,

each control stage for controlling one physical process. The control actions by the

PLCs are based on the current process state obtained through the sensors, and the

control actions subsequently alter the process state. For example, in a water

treatment plant, the PLCs may communicate instructions to an actuator, e.g. a pump,

to fill a tank with water. The pump is instructed to stop when the tank reaches a

predetermined level. Physical data for the water level in the tank is communicated to

the PLCs through a level sensor. Thus, the PLCs receive physical data from the

sensors, compute control actions, and apply these actions to the actuators.

The communications infrastructure of a utilities system, often using wired and/or

wireless communications, may be connected to an external network. However, such

connections render the utilities system susceptible to cyber attacks. Such attacks

may compromise the communication links between sensors, actuators, and the

PLCs, as well as across the PLCs and SCADA system. Each such link is considered

as an attack point in the utilities system. Once a link has been compromised, an

attacker can send fake or false state (sensor) data to the PLCs, or bypass the PLCs

and directly control the actuators. Unless the defense system of the utilities system is

robust, such attacks are able to cause an undesirable response that may lead to

system shutdown and/or component damage. Furthermore, it is assumed that an

attacker has access to any one or more control stages of the utilities system. Thus,

the attacker is able to compromise components in one or more control stages to

which access is available. In many complex utilities systems, the PLCs are often

distributed. Although attacking more than one control stage simultaneously might be

difficult, it is known to be feasible.

Many existing cyber-physical attack detection solutions for utilities systems are

extensions of the traditional network-centric defense system or infrastructure such as

firewalls and other network-based logic to prevent intrusions into a utilities system.

Such solutions are aimed at preventing unauthorized access into the utilities system.

However, social engineering and software vulnerabilities may still enable an attacker

to obtain access to the utilities system, potentially leading to component damage and



significant deviation from desired behaviour of the physical processes operative in

the utilities system.

Assuming that an attacker has bypassed the traditional network-centric defense

system, a variety of attacks can be launched in such a situation. While some attacks

may focus only on a few components of the utilities system, others may compromise

the entire utilities system. For example, bypassing the traditional network-centric

defense system exposes the PLCs to the attacker, potentially compromising the

logics of the PLCs. This may result in the PLCs computing false / fake sensor data

that affect performance of the physical processes. For example, the PLCs may be

led by the attacker to believe that a physical process is operating normally, when in

fact the physical process is behaving anomalously. The actuators may also be

directly controlled by the attacker to behave anomalously and affect performance of

the physical process.

Flaws in the design of the cyber subsystem thus expose the utilities system to cyber-

physical attacks that may damage its components and/or affect performance of the

physical processes. Utilities systems generally operate in real-time, and must be

safe, secure, and efficient. As attackers become more skilled in planning and

executing cyber-physical attacks, utilities systems continue to be vulnerable to cyber-

physical attacks, and such risks and vulnerabilities cannot be undermined or

neglected. One of the most dangerous cyber attacks on utilities systems or critical

infrastructures is the Stuxnet worm attack. Such cyber attacks may cause

devastating consequences and are difficult to detect.

In various utilities systems, there are many possible types of cyber-physical attacks

that lead to undesirable or anomalous behaviour and performance of physical

processes operative in the utilities systems. One type of cyber attacks is a man-in-

the-middle attack to maliciously manipulate sensor data and/or status of the

actuators. For example in a water treatment plant, the intention of such an attack

may be to cause a tank to overflow or a reduction in the performance measured as

gallons of water produced per minute. Other types of cyber attacks or attack vectors



include, but are not limited to, malware injection into the PLCs, Denial of Service

(DOS) or Distributed DOS (DDOS).

Therefore, in order to address or alleviate at least one of the aforementioned

problems and/or disadvantages, there is a need to provide a defense system and

method against cyber-physical attacks, in which there is at least one improvement

and/or advantage over the prior art.

Summary

According to a first aspect of the present disclosure, there is a defense system for

defending a utilities system against cyber-physical attacks associated with anomalies

in a physical process operative in the utilities system. The defense system comprises:

a set of sensors for collecting physical data associated with the physical process; a

set of controller devices for monitoring process states of the physical process based

on the physical data from the sensors; a set of verification devices for monitoring the

physical process based on the physical data from the sensors, the physical data

enabling the verification devices to detect the anomalies based on a set of invariants

predefined for the physical process; and a set of actuators controllable by the

controller devices or verification devices to remedy the anomalies and regulate the

physical process, thereby defending the utilities system against the cyber-physical

attacks.

According to a second aspect of the present disclosure, there is a defense method

for defending a utilities system against cyber-physical attacks associated with

anomalies in a physical process operative in the utilities system. The defense

method comprises: collecting, by a set of sensors, physical data associated with the

physical process; monitoring, by a set of controller devices, process states of the

physical process based on the physical data from the sensors; monitoring, by a set

of verification devices, the physical process based on the physical data from the

sensors, the physical data enabling the verification devices to detect the anomalies

based on a set of invariants predefined for the physical process; detecting, by the

verification devices, the anomalies in the physical process; and controlling, by the



controller devices or verification devices, a set of actuators to remedy the anomalies

and regulate the physical process, thereby defending the utilities system against the

cyber-physical attacks.

An advantage of the present disclosure is that the defense system can be used to

defend the utilities system from cyber-physical attacks such as in situations where

the communications network and/or the control logic inside the controller devices are

compromised. The defense system uses an orthogonal defense that is separate /

independent from the traditional defense system, e.g. network firewalls, of the

utilities system. The defense system uses verification devices that are able to detect

cyber attacks based on the use of invariants derived from process dynamics and

interactions among components across the physical processes operative in the

utilities system. The design of the defense system 300 is not influenced by any

specific attacker model or attack model, and is thus able to detect unique and

undocumented attacks, also known as zero day attacks, when they cause anomalies

that involve deviation of dynamics of the physical processes from the expected

behaviour.

A defense system and method against cyber-physical attacks according to the

present disclosure are thus disclosed herein. Various features, aspects, and

advantages of the present disclosure will become more apparent from the following

detailed description of the embodiments of the present disclosure, by way of non-

limiting examples only, along with the accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is an illustration of an architecture schematic of a cyber subsystem 100 of a

utilities system, in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure.

Figure 2 is an illustration of a control workflow of a physical process operative in the

utilities system, in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure.



Figure 3 is an illustration of an architecture schematic of a defense system 300 for

defending a utilities system against cyber-physical attacks, in accordance with

various embodiments of the present disclosure.

Figure 4 is another illustration of a control workflow of a physical process operative in

a utilities system, in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure.

Figure 5 is a flowchart illustration of a defense method for defending a utilities

system against cyber-physical attacks, in accordance with various embodiments of

the present disclosure.

Figure 6 is an illustration of an attack workflow in a utilities system, in accordance

with various embodiments of the present disclosure.

Figure 7 is an illustration of a block diagram of a utilities system (water treatment

plant), in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure.

Figure 8 is an illustration of a table of sample model equations used to derive

invariants, in accordance with various embodiments of the present disclosure.

Figure 9 is an illustration of a table of sample attack regions in a utilities system

(water treatment plant), in accordance with various embodiments of the present

disclosure.

Detailed Description

In the present disclosure, depiction of a given element or consideration or use of a

particular element number in a particular figure or a reference thereto in

corresponding descriptive material can encompass the same, an equivalent, or an

analogous element or element number identified in another figure or descriptive

material associated therewith. The use of 7" in a figure or associated text is

understood to mean "and/or" unless otherwise indicated. As used herein, the term

"set" corresponds to or is defined as a non-empty finite organization of elements that



mathematically exhibits a cardinality of at least one (e.g. a set as defined herein can

correspond to a unit, singlet, or single element set, or a multiple element set), in

accordance with known mathematical definitions. The recitation of a particular

numerical value or value range herein is understood to include or be a recitation of

an approximate numerical value or value range.

For purposes of brevity and clarity, descriptions of embodiments of the present

disclosure are directed to a defense system and method against cyber-physical

attacks, in accordance with the drawings. While aspects of the present disclosure will

be described in conjunction with the embodiments provided herein, it will be

understood that they are not intended to limit the present disclosure to these

embodiments. On the contrary, the present disclosure is intended to cover

alternatives, modifications and equivalents to the embodiments described herein,

which are included within the scope of the present disclosure as defined by the

appended claims. Furthermore, in the following detailed description, specific details

are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present disclosure.

However, it will be recognized by an individual having ordinary skill in the art, i.e. a

skilled person, that the present disclosure may be practiced without specific details,

and/or with multiple details arising from combinations of aspects of particular

embodiments. In a number of instances, known systems, methods, procedures, and

components have not been described in detail so as to not unnecessarily obscure

aspects of the embodiments of the present disclosure.

Utilities System

Representative or exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure describe a

defense system and method for defending a utilities system against cyber attacks

and/or physical attacks (collectively referred to as cyber-physical attacks). Figure 1

illustrates an architecture schematic of a control or cyber subsystem 100 of the

utilities system for controlling a physical subsystem (not shown) of the utilities

system. Particularly, the cyber subsystem 100 controls physical processes 110

operative or performed in the utilities system. The physical processes 110 are

affected by cyber-physical attacks in the utilities system, causing anomalies or



abnormalities in the physical processes 110. The cyber-physical attacks are thus

associated with anomalies / abnormalities in the physical processes 110 . Each

physical process 110 may be considered as a process stage of a collective physical

process 115. Each physical process or process stage 110 is controlled by a

corresponding control stage 120 of the cyber subsystem 100.

The cyber subsystem 100 comprises various components / devices for monitoring,

including measuring and controlling, the physical processes 110 . The cyber

subsystem 100 comprises one or more sets of controller devices 130 for monitoring

process states of the physical processes 110 based on analysis of physical data

associated with the physical processes 110 . Each controller device 130 may

comprises a programmable logic controller (PLC). It will be appreciated that the

PLCs are generally programmable in a variety of suitable programming languages

such as ladder logic, structured text, and functional blocks. Each controller device

130 may additionally or alternatively comprise a remote terminal unit (RTU).

The cyber subsystem 100 comprises one or more sets of sensors 140 for collecting

the physical data and communicating it to the controller devices 130. The cyber

subsystem 100 comprises one or more sets of actuators 150 controllable by the

controller devices 130 to execute actions computed / determined by the controller

devices 130. The cyber subsystem 100 comprises a set of supervisory devices 160

including but not limited to SCADA workstation, Human Machine Interface (HMI),

engineering workstation, Historian, and OPC (Object linking and embedding for

Process Control) server. The SCADA workstation and HMI are communicatively

connected to all the controller devices 130 across all control stages 120 for overall

monitoring and control of all physical processes / process stages 110 of the

collective physical process 115. The SCADA workstation and HMI may also be

referred to as the control or command centre of the cyber subsystem 100.

In one embodiment, the collective physical process 115 is a water treatment process

segmented into six physical processes / process stages 110 - raw water input,

chemical dosing, ultrafiltration, dichlorination, reverse osmosis, and backwash. Each

physical process 110 is controlled by a corresponding control stage 120, and each



control stage 120 comprises its own sets of controller devices 130, sensors 140, and

actuators 150. Each physical process 110 is thus associated with the corresponding

sets of controller devices 130, sensors 140, and actuators 150. For example, in a

physical process 110 for raw water input, various physical components are used,

such as a pump, water tank, and valve. The controller devices 130 rely on the

sensors 140 to obtain physical data for process state estimation and control the

actuators 150, e.g. the pump or valve, to control the physical process 110, i.e. input

flow rate of the water. The placement of the sensors 140 in the utilities system would

depend on the functional and cyber security requirements of the collective physical

process 115 operative therein.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the cyber subsystem 100 is structured hierarchically into

several levels / layers of communication networks. Communications within and

across the various levels occur via known wired / wireless communication protocols

as well as other computational or network devices such as network switches and

communications interfaces, as will be readily known to the skilled person. The lowest

level (Physical Level) comprises the physical subsystem wherein the physical

processes 110 are performed. The next level (Level 0 or Control Level) comprises a

communication network that allows the controller devices 130 to communicate with

the sensors 140 and actuators 150 to control the physical processes 110 and

implement anomaly detection and process regulatory mechanisms. The next level

(Level 1 or Control Level) comprises a communication network that allows the

controller devices 130 to communicate with one another, enabling access to state

information such as water level in a tank, or pH value of water at a particular physical

process 110. The next level (Level 2 or Supervisory Level) comprises diagnostics

tools combined with optimal control based tools to provide precise assessment of the

situation and ensure timely response to cyber-physical attacks and/or component

failures. Communications between the controller devices 130 and the supervisory

devices 160, e.g. SCADA workstation, occur via network switch SW1 . The

supervisory devices 160 collect information from all controller devices 130 across all

control stages 120 and for all physical processes 110 operative in the utilities system.

The highest level (Level 3 or Management Level) comprises a corporate network

where the decision makers focus on strategies to maximize profits and minimize



losses of the utilities system due to security and reliability risks. Communications

between the supervisory devices 160, e.g. SCADA workstation, and the corporate

network occur via network switch SW2.

The control of a physical process 110 operative in the utilities system can be

described as a workflow 200 with reference to Figure 2 . For purpose of brevity, the

workflow 200 is described based on one physical process 110 . It will be appreciated

that the workflow 200 is similarly applicable to other physical processes 110 of the

collective physical process 115 operative in the utilities system, as distinct workflows

or as part of an integrated workflow.

The workflow 200 comprises four main steps - monitoring step 2 10 , networking step

220, computing step 230, and actuation step 240. In the monitoring step 2 10 , the

physical process 110 and environment are monitored by the use of the sensors 140.

Particularly, measurements (indicated as y) of physical data of the physical process

110 collected by the sensors 140. In the networking step 220, the physical data

collected by sensors is communicated to the controller devices 130. In the computing

step 230, the physical data is analyzed and further actions are computed /

determined by the controller devices 130. In the actuation step 240, the actuators

150 are controlled by the controller devices 130 to execute the computed /

determined actions, thereby controlling the physical process 110 . The steps 2 10 , 220,

230, and 240 form a control loop between the controlled physical process 110 ,

controller devices 130, sensors 140, and actuators 150.

Operators and/or engineers of the utilities system use a supervisory device (HMI 162)

to monitor the physical subsystem under control of the cyber subsystem 100.

Particularly, the sensor measurements y are communicated from the controller

devices 130 to the control centre via the HMI 162 in a step 250 of the workflow 200.

In addition, the control centre may be used to communicate the user input and/or

feedback (indicated as u) provided by the operators / engineers to the controller

devices 130. The user input / feedback may be instructions to configure set points,

control algorithms, adjust parameters in the controller devices 130, and/or display

current process status and historical information.



Orthogonal Defense

Various security approaches and/or defense systems / mechanisms can be

implemented at individual or across several levels and/or control stages 120 for

secure communication inside the cyber subsystem 100. In various embodiments of

the present disclosure, there is a defense system 300 for a control stage 120 of the

cyber subsystem 100, as schematically illustrated in Figure 3 . For purpose of brevity,

the defense system 300 is described based on one control stage 120 for controlling

one physical process 110. It will be appreciated that the defense system 300 is

similarly applicable to other physical processes 110 , as distinct defense systems or

as part of an integrated defense system.

The defense system 300 comprises a traditional network-centric and layered

defense infrastructure or system including network firewalls and other anomaly

detection devices. The traditional defense system is indicated as DO, D 1, D2, and D3,

corresponding to the respective levels 0 to 3 (L0 to L3) of the cyber subsystem 100.

The defense system 300 further comprises an Orthogonal Defense (OD) system that

is separate / independent from, as well as is auxiliary to and complements, the

traditional defense system. The OD system is also named or known as "Argus".

The defense system 300 enables detection of cyber-physical attacks on the cyber

subsystem 100. The detection of cyber-physical attacks is based on redundancy,

namely physical and analytical redundancies. With further reference to Figure 4 , the

OD system comprises various types of hardware devices known as Intelligent

Checkers (ICs) 170. Each IC 170 is a monolithic device comprising a decision logic

component or microprocessor 172, one or more IC sensors 174, a signal conditioner,

and an analog-to-digital converter. The decision logic component 172 provides

analytical redundancy and the IC sensor 174 provides physical redundancy in

defending the cyber subsystem 100. In the case of physical redundancy, the IC

sensor 174 measures parameters of the physical process 110, duplicating or

emulating the functions of the sensors 140. Analytical redundancy makes use of a

mathematical model implemented in an anomaly detection module of the decision



logic component 172. The mathematical model may include one or more estimators /

estimation algorithms, such as Kalman filtering or linear quadratic estimation. An

estimator performs a comparison of actual measurements of physical data of the

physical process 110 with predefined constraints or conditions.

Figure 4 illustrates a workflow 400 for control of a physical process 110 . For purpose

of brevity, the workflow 400 is described based on one physical process 110 with

one IC 170. It will be appreciated that the workflow 400 is similarly applicable to

other physical processes 110 and with multiple ICs 170. It will also be appreciated

that various steps of the workflow 200 are similar / analogous to various steps of the

workflow 400.

The decision logic component 172 of the IC 170 is communicatively connected to

one or more alert devices 164, e.g. an audible / visible alarm. The decision logic

component 172 monitors the status of the physical process 110 via the IC sensor

174. In a step 4 10 , measurements (indicated as v) of physical data of the physical

process 110 are collected by the IC sensor 174. In a step 420, the measurements v

are then periodically communicated to the control centre via the HMI 162. Operators

also receive the measurements y (collected by the sensors 140) from controller

devices 130, and can compare their values. In a step 430, the decision logic

component 172 activates the alert devices 164 when the measurements v violate or

deviate from the predefined constraints, and/or when the measurements v and y

deviate from each other.

The predefined constraints are associated with critical properties of the physical

process 110 known as invariants. Particularly, an invariant is defined based on one

or more predefined constraints of the physical process 110 operative in the utilities

system. Furthermore, the invariant may be defined based on one or more predefined

constraints of other physical processes 110 . The predefined constraints are

conditions for one or more process variables whose values are sampled from the

sensors 140. The predefined constraints are derived using fundamental laws of

physics and/or chemistry that govern the interactions between various components

of a utility of the physical process 110 . The process variables depend on the nature



of the physical process 110 and possibly of one or more other physical processes

110 . The process variables may include parameters such as temperature, light,

pressure, and humidity. A predefined constraint may also specify the maximum and

minimum temperatures in a component of the utilities system, such as a boiler. In

one example, in a water treatment plant and at a given time instant, a suitable set of

invariants constitutes the observable state of the water treatment plant. The

invariants may include the correlation between the water level in a tank and the

incoming and outgoing flow rates across the tank.

The invariants are programmed and the resulting program code is embedded in the

ICs 170. The coded invariants are checked at all times to ensure that the underlying

physical processes 110 are behaving as desired. An invariant must be true when

evaluated in a given state of the utilities system. When evaluated as false, the

invariant leads to an alert indicating that a physical process 110 has diverged from

its intended behaviour, i.e. there are one or more anomalies in the behaviour of the

physical process 110 . An alert may lead to a sequence of control actions, e.g.

sounding an alarm and/or controlling the actuators 150, aimed at avoiding significant

damage to the utilities system and/or reduction in performance of the physical

process 110 .

The ICs 170 are designed to respond quickly to changes in sensor measurements.

However, these measurements can be affected by noise, such as from the

measurements themselves, operation of the physical processes 110 , and/or failures

or malfunctions of the IC sensors 174. Sensitivity to noise and sensor failures may

result in false alarms from the ICs 170. Noise may be taken into consideration during

predefining of the constraints, so that the ICs 170 re able to tolerate a certain level of

measurement noise to minimize occurrence of false alarms. It will be appreciated

that detection of IC sensor failures will be readily known to the skilled person, such

as with the supervisory devices 160 using analytical failure filters.

Accordingly, the ICs 170 are designed to improve the resilience of a utilities system,

specifically the cyber subsystem 100, to cyber attacks by ensuring that any violation

of or deviation from the invariants is detected and communicated to the operators via



the HMI 162 soon after occurrence, enabling timely initiation of emergency

procedures. As shown in Figure 4 , the measurements v are directly communicated to

the HMI 162 and control centre without passing through the controller devices 130.

Thus, any attack on the controller devices 130 will not compromise the IC 170; the IC

170 continues to alert operators of possible cyber attacks even if the controller

devices 130 have been compromised. The SCADA workstation compares the

measurements y (from the sensors 140) and measurements v (from the IC 170), and

determine whether they corroborate each other. Inconsistencies in the

measurements may indicate abnormal operation of the utilities system.

Therefore, the defense system 300 is thus able to verify / authenticate the physical

data collected by the sensors 140 by validating / corroborating the physical data at

the SCADA workstation. The defense system 300 provides a holistic view of the

states of the physical process 110 and hence is able to defend and protect the

utilities system from cyber-physical attacks.

In various embodiments of the present disclosure with reference to Figure 5 , there is

a defense method 500 implemented in the defense system 300, the method 500 for

defending a utilities system against cyber-physical attacks, the cyber-physical

attacks associated with anomalies in a physical process 110 operative or performed

in the utilities system. The anomalies may relate to abnormalities in the operation or

performance of the physical process 110 , and/or violations / deviations of physical

data of the physical process 110 from the invariants. For purpose of brevity, the

method 500 is described based on one physical process 110, but it will be

appreciated that the method 500 is similarly applicable to other physical processes

110 .

The method 500 comprises a step 5 10 of collecting, by the sensors 140, the physical

data associated with the physical process 110 . The method 520 comprises a step

520 of monitoring, by the controller devices 130, process states of the physical

process 110 based on the physical data from the sensors 140. Particularly, the

controller devices 130 monitor and control the physical process 110 by altering the

physical process 110 such that the physical data follows an intended behaviour.



Referring to Figure 3 , the cyber subsystem 100 comprises one or more sets of

verification devices 180 for monitoring the physical processes 110 based on the

physical data associated with the physical processes 110 . The method 500

comprises a step 530 of monitoring, by the verification devices 180, based on the

physical data of a physical process from the sensors 140, the physical data enabling

the verification devices 180 to detect the anomalies based on the invariants

predefined for the physical process 110 .

The verification devices 180 are designed to be behaviourally and structurally

independent of the portion of the cyber subsystem 100 comprising the controller

devices 130, sensors 140, and actuators 150. Each verification device 180 is an OD

element that provides an additional layer of defense to the utilities system, separated

and independent from the traditional defense system. Each verification device 180

comprises an IC 170 that enables the detection of cyber attacks on the cyber

subsystem 100. The verification devices 180 provide an advantage of enabling the

cyber subsystem 100 to compare the physical data from the controller devices 130

and verification devices 180, and determine whether they corroborate each other.

In some embodiments, the verification devices 180 comprise a number of global

verification devices 182 programmatically integrated with or is resident in the

controller devices 130 which may comprise PLCs. Each global verification device

182 comprises one or more ICs 170 for detecting the anomalies. The global

verification devices 182 may also be referred to as PLC-resident Global Intelligent

Checkers (PGICs), and may be built or implemented using a Linux-based computer

or server. For purpose of brevity and as shown in Figure 3 , there is one global

verification device 182 resident in one controller device 130 for monitoring the

physical process 110 .

The global verification device 182 is communicatively connected to the sensors 140

to receive the physical data collected by the sensors 140. Particularly, the global

verification device 182 detect whether the physical data matches the dynamics of the

physical process 110 based on the invariants predefined for the physical process



110 . The control logic of the global verification device 182 is executed at all times

together with the PLC control logic of the controller device 130. The SCADA

workstation compares the physical data from the controller device 130 and global

verification device 182, and determine whether they corroborate each other.

Inconsistencies in the physical data are associated with the anomalies in the

physical process 110 .

The controller device 130 in one control stage 120 for a physical process 110 may

be communicatively connected to other controller devices 130 associated with other

control stages 120 and other physical processes 110 of the collective physical

process 115 operative in the utilities system. This enables the controller device 130

to learn the process states of the other physical processes 110 and of the collective

physical process 115 . As each controller device 130 has a global verification device

182 resident therein, the global verification device 182 in one control stage 120 is

able to obtain physical data collected by other sensors 140 for the other physical

processes 110.

In an attack event where all sensors 140 in one control stage 120 are compromised,

the attack cannot be detected by the global verification device 182 in the control

stage 120. However, the global verification device 182 in another control stage 120,

e.g. a neighbouring, preceding, or succeeding control stage 120, may be able to

detect the attack as the sensors 140 in the other control stage 120 have not been

compromised. Such detection is possible due to the process interactions across the

control stages 120.

In some embodiments, the verification devices 180 comprise a number of local

verification devices 184 communicatively isolated from the controller devices 130.

Each local verification device 184 comprises one or more ICs 170 for detecting the

anomalies. The local verification devices 184 may also be referred to as Local

Intelligent Checker (LICs), and may be built or implemented using a computer such

as Raspberry Pi. For purpose of brevity and as shown in Figure 3 , there is one local

verification device 184 for monitoring the physical process 110 .



The local verification device 184 is communicatively connected to the sensors 140 to

receive the physical data collected by the sensors 140. Particularly, the local

verification device 184 detect whether the physical data matches the dynamics of the

physical process 110 based on the invariants predefined for the physical process

110 . The SCADA workstation compares the physical data from the controller device

130 and local verification device 184, and determine whether they corroborate each

other. Inconsistencies in the physical data are associated with the anomalies in the

physical process 110 .

The local verification device 184 performs both detection of the anomalies and

control of the physical process 110 . The local verification device 184 obtains physical

data directly from the sensors 140 and can command the actuators 150. An attack

on the controller device 130 is likely to affect a global verification device 182 resident

in the controller device 130, but is unlikely to affect the local verification device 184

as the local verification device 184 is communicatively isolated from the controller

device 130. Thus, the local verification device 184 may provide for better

corroboration of the physical data for detecting the anomalies. The local verification

device 184 is designed to prevent damage to components of the utilities system at a

specific control stage 120 (controlling the physical process 110) or across multiple

control stages 120 (controlling multiple physical processes 110).

The physical data is obtained by the local verification device 184 from the sensors

140 using a secure mechanism, such as by using redundant sensors connected

directly to the local verification devices 182 or by using a splitter 142 at each sensor

140. As shown in Figure 3 , the sensors 140 are connected to the splitter 142 that

splits the output from the sensors 140 into two (or more) identical signals carrying

the physical data. One signal is communicated to the controller device 130 and the

other signal is communicated to the local verification device 184.

Thus, the physical data is communicated from the sensors 140 via the splitter 142 to

the controller device 130 and local verification device 184 separately. Specifically,

the physical data is communicated from the sensors 140 to the controller device 130

via a communication network, such as or including a remote input/output interface



190. In addition, the physical data (indicated as S) is communicated from the

sensors 140 directly to the local verification device 184 via a wired communication

184a (e.g. hardwire) without going through the controller device 130.

The local verification device 184 comprises only one communication input 184b for

receiving the physical data via the wired communication 184a. The wired

communication 182a reduces the chances of a man-in-the-middle attack (cyber

attack) on the sensors 140 which can compromise the communication connection

between the sensors 140 and the local verification device 184. The wired

communication 184a thus mitigates risk of remote intrusion, e.g. hacking, into the

cyber subsystem 100 to tamper with the local verification device 184, as well as risk

of deception (e.g. false physical data / sensor measurements) to the local verification

device 184, unless the wired communication 184a is physically tampered with

(physical attack). Accordingly, the local verification device 184 is inaccessible to an

attacker via the normal communication network used by the cyber subsystem 100,

and can be attacked only through physical means.

Other than the communication input 184b, the local verification device 184 has no

other communication input or incoming network links. This prevents the controller

device 130 from communicating with the local verification device 184, thereby

mitigating risk of further compromising the local verification device 184 if the

controller device 130 has already been compromised. The controller device 130 and

local verification device 184 are thus communicatively isolated from each other and

this "one-way communication" enforces the security of the defense system 300. An

attempt to communicate from the controller device 130 to the local verification device

184 would be flagged off as malicious activity. The local verification device 184 is

configured to detect as an anomaly in response to the local verification device 184

detecting an input communication attempt from the controller device 130.

In some embodiments, the verification devices 180 comprise a number of

independent global verification devices 186 communicatively connected to the local

verification devices 184 and similarly communicatively isolated from the controller

devices 130. Each independent global verification device 186 comprises one or more



ICs 170 for detecting the anomalies. The independent global verification devices 186

may also be referred to as Independent Global Intelligent Checker (IGICs), and may

be built or implemented using a computer such as Raspberry Pi. For purpose of

brevity and as shown in Figure 3 , there is one independent global verification device

186 communicatively connected to one local verification device 184.

The independent global verification device 186 receives the physical data from the

sensors 140 via the local verification device 184. The local verification device 184

has exactly one communication output or outgoing network link 184c that allows it to

communicate information to the independent global verification device 186. The

independent global verification device 186 is communicatively connected to other

local verification devices 184 and actuators 150 associated with other physical

processes 110 and control stages 120 in the utilities system. The independent global

verification device 186 is thus configured to obtain state information of the utilities

system from all local verification devices 184 for all physical processes 110 across

all control stages 120, and may control the physical processes 110 with the actuators

150 to ensure that the dynamics of the physical processes 110 are consistent with

the physical data obtained from the sensors 140 as well as the invariants predefined

for the physical processes 110 . The independent global verification device 186 is

communicatively connected to the supervisory devices 160 including the SCADA

workstation for corroboration of the physical data and detection of the anomalies in

one or more physical processes 110 in the utilities system.

As described in an attack event above, a non-compromised global verification device

182 in one control stage 120 may detect an attack in another control stage 120 with

a compromised global verification device 182. However, in rare attack scenarios

where all global verification devices 182 across all control stages 120 are

compromised, such attacks may not get detected. In such attack scenarios, the

controller devices 130 may be compromised and the control actions by the controller

devices 130 may not be reliable. For example, when an attacker has assumed

control of all controller devices 130, control actions by the controller devices 130 may

be potentially compromised and may cause further damage to the utilities system.



The local verification device 184 and independent global verification device 186 are

configured for managing such attack scenarios. As they are communicatively

isolated from the controller devices 130, an attack on the controller devices 130 is

unlikely to compromise them. Moreover, the local verification device 184 and

independent global verification device 186 have hardwire direct connections to the

sensors 140, and thus are able to collect uncompromised physical data from the

sensors 140 for detecting such attacks. The local verification device 184 and

independent global verification device 186 are programmed to check the invariants,

trigger alerts, and control / regulate the physical processes 110 when an attack is

detected.

In one embodiment, there is one local verification device 184 for each control stage

120. However, multiple local verification devices 184 may be used depending on the

complexity of the invariants and the code to respond when an attack is detected. In

one embodiment, the utilities system is relatively small and there is one independent

global verification device 186 which is adequate to obtain local state information from

the local verification devices 184 for state estimation. In another embodiment, the

utilities system is more complex and/or distributed. Multiple independent global

verification devices 186 may be used for state estimation using domain specific

distributed state estimation algorithms.

It will be appreciated that in the defense system 300 for each control stage 120, the

verification devices 180 may comprise one or more of the global verification device

182, local verification device 184, and independent global verification device 186. In

one embodiment, the verification devices 180 comprise all three devices 182, 184,

and 186. In another embodiment, the verification devices 180 comprise only one

global verification device 182 resident in the controller device 130. In another

embodiment, the verification devices 180 comprise only one local verification device

184. In another embodiment, the verification devices 180 comprise only one local

verification device 184 and one independent global verification device 186.

Referring to Figure 3 and Figure 5 , the method 500 comprises a step 540 of

detecting, by the verification devices 180, anomalies in the physical process 110



operative in the utilities system. The method 500 further comprises a step 550 of

controlling, by the controller device 130 or verification devices 180, the actuators 150

to remedy the anomalies and regulate the physical process 110 , thereby defending

the utilities system against the cyber-physical attacks associated with the anomalies.

In some embodiments, upon detecting an attack, the controller device 130 triggers

an alarm but does not generate any control action / signal or actuation signal to the

actuators 150. The controller device 130 is prevented from taking any control action

to be executed by the actuators 150 as the global verification device 182 might have

been compromised due to a malware in the embedding controller device 130. Upon

detecting the attack, the local verification device 184 triggers an alarm and may

override control actions by the controller device 130. Two types of alarms may be

generated by the local verification devices 184 - a physical alarm and a logical alarm.

The physical alarm may be a blinking light and/or an audio signal from the alert

devices 164. The logical signal is communicated to the HMI 162 via the independent

global verification device 186.

Depending on the nature of the attack as detected by the local verification device

184, the control action may be generated by the local verification device 184 or the

independent global verification devices 186. Each of the local verification device 184

and independent global verification device 186 is thus configured to assume and

take over control of the actuators 150 from the initial control by the controller devices

130 in response to the local verification device 184 detecting the anomalies. More

specifically, the local verification device 184 is configured to determine which one of

the local verification device 184 and independent global verification device 186

assumes control of the actuators 150.

The local verification device 184 is designed to defend one or more specific

components of the utilities system. During an attack, the actuators 150 may be

controllable by the local verification device 184 to defend the specific components.

For example, if a pump is turned on but there is no water in the input tank, then the

pump must be shut off. The local verification device 184 may control the relevant

actuators 150 to shut off the pump and communicate this information to the



independent global verification device 186. The independent global verification

device 186 can then communicate with other local verification devices 184 and other

actuators 150 so that they can perform appropriate control actions given that a

portion of the physical process 110 (and thus of the collective physical process 115)

may be shut down. Alternatively, the independent global verification device 186 may

assume control of the actuators 150 to shut off the pump because it needs to know

the states of the other control stages 120 / physical processes 110 from the other

local verification devices 184. Nevertheless, the independent global verification

device 186 is useful in ensuring that the dynamics of the collective physical process

115 are consistent with its intended behaviour according to the physical data and the

invariants.

The defense system 300 comprises a multiplexer (mux) 152 which is a device that

selects one of multiple input signals and forwards a selected input signal into a single

line. In the defense system 300 as shown in Figure 3 , the multiplexer 152 receives

multiple input signals and communicates a selected input signal to the actuators 150.

These input signals may also be referred to as control actions or actuation signals. In

normal operation of the physical process 110 , the controller device 130

communicates actuation signals to the actuators 150 via the multiplexer 152 in order

to control the physical process 110 .

However, upon detecting the attack, the local verification device 184 / independent

global verification device 186 assumes control of the actuators 150 from the

controller devices 130. Particularly, each of the local verification device 184 and

independent global verification device 186 communicates actuation signals

(indicated as A) to the actuators 150 via the multiplexer 152. Similar to the wired

communication between the sensors 140 and the local verification device 184, the

local verification device 184 and independent global verification device 186 are

communicatively connected to the multiplexer 152 via a wired communication.

Depending on the nature of the attack, the local verification device 184 determine

which one of the local verification device 184 and independent global verification

device 186 assumes control of the actuators 150. The local verification device 184



communicates a control signal (indicated as C) to the multiplexer 152, the control

signal instructing the multiplexer 152 which actuation signals to communicate to the

actuators 150.

Accordingly, the multiplexer 152 prioritizes the source of the control actions /

actuation signals communicated to the actuators 150. The controller device 130 has

priority under normal operation of the physical process 110 and control the actuators

150 in accordance with the design of the utilities system. In the event of cyber-

physical attacks, the priority shifts to the local verification device 184 that decide

whether the control action should come from the local verification device 184 or the

independent global verification device 186. The actuators 150 are thus controllable

by the controller device 130 or the local verification device 184 / independent global

verification device 186 depending on the attack (or non-attack / normal) scenarios to

remedy the anomalies and regulate the physical processes 110 , thereby defending

the utilities system against the cyber-physical attacks.

Attack Scenarios

There are various types or scenarios of cyber-physical attacks that may be detected

with the defense system 300 with the OD system including the verification devices

180 and ICs 170. Attacks can be classified based on three security objectives of the

utilities system - confidentiality, integrity, and availability. A lack of confidentiality

results in disclosure when an unauthorized entity gains access to data in the utilities

system. A lack of integrity leads to deception when an authorized party receives

false data and believes it is true. A lack of availability results in denial of service

(DoS) or distributed DoS (DDoS) when an authorized entity cannot receive

commands or data. Deception, disclosure, and DoS / DDoS are three types of cyber

attacks the utilities system.

Complex attacks on the utilities system may be classified based on three dimensions

for the attack space - attacker's a priori system model knowledge, attacker's

disclosure resources, and attacker's disruption resources. On example of a complex

attack is a replay attack, during which an attacker uses disclosure resources to



hijack the sensors 140 and record their measurements of physical data for a certain

duration, and then uses his disruption resources to repeat the recorded

measurements while carrying out his attack. The attacker can attempt to inject false

control inputs or carry out physical attacks on the utilities system while replaying the

false sensor measurements.

Another example of a complex attack is a false data injection attack, wherein an

attacker uses disruption resources and system knowledge to inject false sensor

measurements of physical data in order to mislead the controller devices 130.

Mathematical system state estimation, failure detection methods, and/or analytical

detection techniques can be used to detect such attacks, however it is also feasible

for skilled attackers to use system knowledge to successfully bypass detection.

Figure 6 illustrates a schematic of an attack workflow 600 in a utilities system in the

event of a cyber-physical attack. Indicators a 1 , a2, and a3 represent DoS attacks

wherein communication channels are hijacked. The actuators 150 are prevented

from receiving control inputs (a1 ) ; the controller devices 130 are prevented from

receiving physical data from the sensors 140; and/or the HMI 162 is prevented from

receiving data from the ICs 170 (a3). Indicator a4 represents a deception attack

wherein an attacker (a4) causes false information, e.g. actuation signals, to be

communicated from the controller devices 130 to the actuators 150 (Ci ≠ u). Indicator

a5 represents a deception attack wherein an attacker (a5) causes false information,

e.g. physical data, to be communicated from the sensors 140 to the controller

devices 130 (y ≠ y). Indicator a6 represents a deception attack wherein an attacker

(a6) causes false information to be communicated from the ICs 170 to the HMI 162

(v ≠ v). Indicators a7 and a8 represent direct physical attacks on the physical

processes 110 (a7) and/or the ICs 170 (a8). The alert devices 164 may be

configured to be automatically activated in the event of a physical attack on the ICs

170.

In the example of a replay attack, the attacker sends false sensor measurements y

to the controller devices 130 (a5), and injects false control inputs ΰ to the actuators



150 (a4) and/or carries out physical attacks (a7). During a false data injection attack,

the sensor measurements are modified (a5) (y ≠ y).

The ICs 170 in the verification devices 180 of the defense system 300 can be used

to detect the following cyber attacks on the cyber subsystem 100 of the utilities

system.

• Deception attacks on sensor measurements (a5), when false physical data is

communicated from the sensors 130 to the controller devices 130 (y ≠ y).

Operators can compare sensor measurements v from the ICs 170 and sensor

measurements y from the controller devices 130 (v ≠ y) to identify

inconsistencies.

• DoS attacks on sensor measurements (a2), when the attacker prevents the

sensor measurements from reaching the controller devices 130. Operators

will notice absence of the sensor measurements, but they will be able to

estimate the current states of the physical processes 110 based on

measurements received from the ICs 170 (v) and communicate the correct

inputs to the controller devices 130.

• Physical attacks on the physical processes 110 (a7). If the ICs 170 detect

violation of the invariants, the ICs 170 trigger the alert devices 164 to notify

the operators. Operators will be notified of possible attacks even if the

communication channels between the ICs 170 and the control center via the

HMI 162 are compromised (a3).

• Replay attacks. Operators will notice inconsistencies between the sensor

measurements from the controller devices 130 and from the ICs (v ≠ y).

Furthermore, if the attacker attempts to send false control inputs ΰ to the

actuators 150 (a4) while replaying pre-recorded data, the ICs 170 will still be

able to measure the actual states of the physical processes 110 . If the

physical processes 110 become critical, the ICs 170 will activate the alert

devices 164. The alert devices 164 will also be activated if the attacker

performs physical attacks (a7) and the physical processes 110 become critical.



• False data injection attacks. Operators will be able to detect such attacks by

comparing the sensor measurements from the controller devices 130 against

the sensor measurements from the ICs 170 (v ≠ y).

Accordingly, the verification devices 180 are useful in detecting different types or

attacks on the utilities system. Particularly, the verification devices 180 can be used

to detect complex attacks, such as replay and false data injection attacks. However,

the verification devices 180 are unable to detect all types of attacks, such as

disclosure attacks. Therefore, the verification devices 180 should be used in

combination with other security mechanisms to better protect the utilities system.

More generally, the defense system 300 comprising the traditional defense system

and OD system using the verification devices 180 provide the required security level

for the utilities system.

Attack Experiment

An experiment of a cyber attack on a utilities system was performed to test the

defense system 300 and defense method 500. A model of the utilities system was

developed as a six-stage water treatment plant. Figure 7 shows a block diagram 700

of the water treatment plant model with the six control stages 120 (indicated as PLC1

to PLC6) and various components. In Figure 7 , the terms S , A , MV, FIT, LIT, DPIT,

AIT, T, and P respectively represent sensors, actuators, motorized valve, flow meter,

level meter, differential pressure meter, pH meter, water tank, and pump.

A state model of the water treatment plant was created and the invariants were

defined for use in the verification devices 180. The model includes the water level in

five tanks and pH values at two points in the water treatment plant. The oxidation /

reduction potential (ORP), conductivity, differential pressure across the Ultrafiltration

stage PLC4, and dichlorination were excluded from the model. Including water level

in tanks and pH values allows detection of attacks aimed at damaging a pump,

causing tank overflow, and reducing the production of quality filtered water.



Figure 8 shows a table 800 of sample model equations that were used to derive the

invariants. The last entry in the table 800 is one of the several invariants derived

from the model. Additional invariants were derived through an examination of the

cause-effect relationship across several components of the water treatment plant.

For example, if valve MV101 is open and pump P 10 1 is off, then the water level in

tank T 10 1 must increase.

The model of the water treatment plant was created according to one embodiment of

the defense system 300, wherein the verification devices 180 comprise only the

global verification devices 182 for the different stages PLC1 to PLC6 of the water

treatment plant. The attack surface for the water treatment plant and the attack

model described below were developed to test the effectiveness of the defense

system 300 against a variety of cyber attacks.

An attack surface for a utilities system the set of all of its logical and physical

elements. An attack region is a subset of an attack surface. Figure 9 shows a table

900 of sample attack regions in the utilities system which is a water treatment plant.

The element type, element label, and its function in the water treatment plant are

listed. A sensor 140 can function as a logical element as it provides data to a

controller device 130, as well as a physical element that could be damaged or

replaced by an attacker. Whether to consider an element as logical and/or physical

depends on the element itself as well as on the nature of attacks against which a

defense mechanism of the element was designed. Thus, a controller device 130 is a

physical element but also a logical element due to the control logic it stores and

executes.

A utilities system -centric attacker model is used to assess the effectiveness of the

defense system 300. Such a model was designed specifically for investigating the

impact of cyber-physical attacks on the water treatment plant. In this model, the

water treatment plant was considered as an attacker's domain and modelled as a

triple (E, Pr, Pe), where E is a finite set of elements in the utilities system (i.e. the

attack surface). Pr is a finite set of properties of the physical processes 110 ,

including properties such as the pH values and conductivity of water at a specific



point in the water treatment plant. Pe is a finite set of performance metrics, such as

the amount of water produced per unit time, e.g. in gallons/minute.

An attacker model is a pair (I, D), where I is a set of attacker intents and D a

collection of subsets of the three sets in the domain (E, Pr, Pe). For example, I may

refer to "Overflow a Tank" and the domain may be ([LIT1 0 1 , MV101 ] , [ ] , [ ]). Here,

the attacker is not interested in changing any property of water or performance

metrics of the water treatment plant. Hence, the subsets corresponding to Pr and Pe

are empty.

The following types of attacks are considered.

• Single Stage Single Element (SSSE) attack that focuses on exactly one

element which is either a logical element or a physical element.

• Single Stage Multiple Element (SSME) attack that focuses on a plurality of

elements at any stage 120.

• Multiple Stage Single Element (MSSE) attack that is similar to an SSSE attack

except that it is performed on multiple stages 120.

• Multiple Stage Multiple Element (MSME) attack that is similar to an SSME

attack except that it is performed on multiple stages 120.

Two detection mechanisms were developed. For detecting SSSE attacks, the

invariant uses data from sensors 140 at the stage 120 where the attacked

components reside. For detecting SSME attacks, the invariant uses readings and

physical data from sensors 140 in its immediate neighbouring stages 120, i.e.

preceding and/or succeeding stages 120. For example, a deception attack using the

level sensor LIT1 0 1 is detected using the sensor readings from stage PLC1 .

However, a deception attack that compromises all sensors 140 at stage PLC1

cannot be detected using sensor readings and physical data from the same stage

PLC1 . In this case, the detection mechanism embedded as a global verification

device 182 in the neighbouring stage PLC2 is able to detect the attack. Such

detection becomes possible due to the process interactions across different stages

PLC1 to PLC6 in the water treatment plant.



A total of twelve SSSE attacks were designed and launched. In addition, six attack

scenarios were created for SSME attacks, with one SSME attack corresponding to

each attack scenario launched. The SSSE attacks were simple and altered readings

of various sensors 140 in various stages PLC1 to PLC6 of the water treatment plant.

The SSME attacks were strategic and aimed at deceiving the controller devices 130

by capturing the actuators 150 and communicating simulated false readings to the

controller devices 130 to make the controller devices 130 believe what the attacker

intends. All attacks were launched across the stages PLC1 , PLC3, PLC4, and PLC5

of the water treatment plant.

The experiment was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, attacks were

launched without the defense system 300 to understand the responses of the water

treatment plant. The first phase also serves as a reference basis for comparison with

the second phase. In the second phase, the defense system 300 with the global

verification devices 182 was implemented in the water treatment plant. The attacks

were launched again to assess the effectiveness of the defense system 300.

The experiment results showed that all SSSE and SSME attacks were detected by

the defense system 300 including the global verification devices 182 resident in the

controller devices 130. The invariants derived from the design of each stage PLC1 to

PLC6 of the water treatment plant are effective in detecting SSME attacks. A

distributed attack detection mechanism was used to detect the SSME attacks. The

logic of this detection mechanism was embedded in the global verification devices

182 that communicated with the global verification devices 182 in the neighbouring

controller devices 130 to obtain physical data from the sensors of the neighbouring

stages.

While replay attacks on the stage PLC1 were not initially detected as the stage PLC1

only has a succeeding stage PLC2 and no preceding stage, the invariants for the

stage PLC1 were redefined and the modified global verification device 182 for the

stage PLC 1 was later successful in detecting the replay attacks.

Implementation



The defense system 300 described in various embodiments herein is designed to

defend a utilities system, such as a water treatment plant or power generation plant,

from cyber-physical attacks such as in situations where the communications network

and/or the control logic inside the controller devices 130, e.g. PLCs, are

compromised. The defense system 300 uses an orthogonal defense that is separate

/ independent from, as well as is auxiliary to and complements, the traditional

defense system.

The defense system 300 comprises verification devices 180 and ICs 170 that are

able to detect cyber attacks based on the use of invariants derived from process

dynamics and interactions among components across the various control stages 120

and physical processes 110 operative in the utilities system. The architecture of the

defense system 300 is layered, such that every control stage 120 of the utilities

system comprises one or more verification devices 180 for monitoring the physical

processes 110 controlled in the control stages 120. The verification devices 180

cooperate with the controller devices 130, sensors 140, and actuators 150 to

understand industrial protocols for monitoring and controlling the physical processes

110 .

The verification devices 180 in the utilities system may comprise multiple local

verification devices 184 and one independent global verification device 186. The

local verification devices 184 communicate physical data from the sensors 140 and

other state-related information of the respective control stages 120 and for the

respective physical processes 110 to the independent global verification device 186,

which is a centrally distributed device in the utilities system. The independent global

verification device 186 also obtains component state information from other sources,

such as the controller devices 130 (e.g. PLCs) and supervisory devices 160 (e.g.

SCADA workstation, Historian, and OPC server). The information about the same

components obtained from multiple sources is not redundant. Each component state

information source can be compromised by a smart attacker, and in the extreme

case, by an insider working in the utilities system. By corroborating the information

from multiple potential attack points, it is possible for the defense system 300 to



detect a cyber attack, trigger alarms, and pinpoint the source and domain of the

attack in the utilities system.

The design of the defense system 300 is not influenced by any specific attacker

model or attack model. The defense system 300 is attack-agnostic in its defense

mechanism, in that, the corroboration of component state information is focused on

the state-correctness of the utilities system, and not on the attacker's approach. The

defense system 300 is thus able to detect unique and undocumented attacks, also

known as zero day attacks, when they involve modification of component values at

some level of the utilities system that cause deviation of dynamics of the physical

processes 110 from the expected behaviour.

The defense system 300 may be implemented in a utilities system that is still in the

design stage or one that is already operational in an existing plant or facility. In the

former approach, the defense system 300 can be designed such that the traditional

defense system of the utilities system is integrated with the orthogonal defense using

the verification devices 180 and ICs 170. During the design phase, the hardware and

software portions of the defense system 300 can be incorporated. Implementing the

defense system 300 at the design phase minimizes the risk of malfunction or even

failure during operation of the utilities system.

In the latter approach, the defense system 300 may be implemented when the plant

is under maintenance instead of during normal operation when the physical

processes 110 are already being monitored and controlled. In some utilities system,

the controller devices 130 may utilize dual PLCs. One of these PLCs is the primary

PLC while the other (secondary PLC) functions as a hot backup to assume or take

over control when the primary PLC malfunctions or fails. The defense system 300

may be implemented in the secondary PLC of one controller device 130 in one

control stage 120. Particularly, a global verification device 182 may be implemented

in the secondary PLC. Operation of the global verification device 182 may be tested

by switching it to function as the primary PLC instead. Implementation of the defense

system 300 may be extended to the other control stages 120 of the utilities system

upon successful testing.



In the foregoing detailed description, embodiments of the present disclosure in

relation to a defense system and method against cyber-physical attacks are

described with reference to the provided figures. The description of the various

embodiments herein is not intended to call out or be limited only to specific or

particular representations of the present disclosure, but merely to illustrate non-

limiting examples of the present disclosure. The present disclosure serves to

address at least one of the mentioned problems and issues associated with the prior

art. Although only some embodiments of the present disclosure are disclosed herein,

it will be apparent to a person having ordinary skill in the art in view of this disclosure

that a variety of changes and/or modifications can be made to the disclosed

embodiments without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. Therefore,

the scope of the disclosure as well as the scope of the following claims is not limited

to embodiments described herein.



Claims

1. A defense system for defending a utilities system against cyber-physical

attacks associated with anomalies in a physical process operative in the utilities

system, the defense system comprising:

a set of sensors for collecting physical data associated with the

physical process;

a set of controller devices for monitoring process states of the physical

process based on the physical data from the sensors;

a set of verification devices for monitoring the physical process based

on the physical data from the sensors, the physical data enabling the

verification devices to detect the anomalies based on a set of invariants

predefined for the physical process; and

a set of actuators controllable by the controller devices or verification

devices to remedy the anomalies and regulate the physical process, thereby

defending the utilities system against the cyber-physical attacks.

2 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the verification devices comprise a

number of global verification devices programmatically integrated with the controller

devices.

3 . The system according to claims 1 or 2 , wherein the verification devices

comprise a number of local verification devices communicatively isolated from the

controller devices.

4 . The system according to claim 3 , wherein the verification devices comprise a

number of independent global verification devices communicatively connected to the

local verification devices.

5 . The system according to claim 4 , wherein the independent global verification

devices are communicatively connected to local verification devices associated with

other physical processes operative in the utilities system.



6 . The system according to claims 4 or 5 , wherein each of the local verification

devices and independent global verification devices is configured to assume control

of the actuators in response to the local verification devices detecting the anomalies.

7 . The system according to claim 6 , wherein the local verification devices are

configured to determine which one of the local verification devices and independent

global verification devices assumes control of the actuators.

8 . The system according to any one of claims 4 to 7 , wherein the independent

global verification devices are communicatively connected to actuators associated

with other physical processes operative in the utilities system.

9 . The system according to any one of claims 3 to 8 , wherein each local

verification device comprises only one communication input for receiving the physical

data from the sensors.

10 . The system according to claim 8 , wherein the communication input is a wired

communication.

11. The system according to any one of claims 3 to 10 , wherein an input

communication attempt from the controller devices to the local verification devices is

detected as an anomaly.

12. The system according to any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein the utilities

system is configured for operating multiple physical processes, each physical

process associated with corresponding sets of the sensors, controller devices,

verification devices, and actuators.

13 . A defense method for defending a utilities system against cyber-physical

attacks associated with anomalies in a physical process operative in the utilities

system, the defense method comprising:

collecting, by a set of sensors, physical data associated with the

physical process;



monitoring, by a set of controller devices, process states of the physical

process based on the physical data from the sensors;

monitoring, by a set of verification devices, the physical process based

on the physical data from the sensors, the physical data enabling the

verification devices to detect the anomalies based on a set of invariants

predefined for the physical process;

detecting, by the verification devices, the anomalies in the physical

process; and

controlling, by the controller devices or verification devices, a set of

actuators to remedy the anomalies and regulate the physical process, thereby

defending the utilities system against the cyber-physical attacks.

14. The method according to claim 13 , wherein the verification devices comprise

a number of global verification devices programmatically integrated with the

controller devices.

15 . The method according to claims 13 or 14, wherein the verification devices

comprise a number of local verification devices communicatively isolated from the

controller devices.

16. The method according to claim 15 , wherein the verification devices comprise

a number of independent global verification devices communicatively connected to

the local verification devices.

17 . The method according to claims 15 or 16, further comprising assuming, by

one of the local verification devices and independent global verification devices,

control of the actuators in response to the local verification devices detecting the

anomalies.

18 . The method according to claim 17 , further comprising determining, by the

local verification devices, which one of the local verification devices and independent

global verification devices assumes control of the actuators.



19 . The method according to any one of claims 15 to 18 , further comprising

communicating the physical data from the sensors to the local verification devices

via a wired communication.

20. The method according to any one of claims 15 to 19 , further comprising

detecting as an anomaly in response to an input communication attempt from the

controller devices to the local verification devices.
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